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Abstract-To facilitate symbolic computation that parallels the traditional style of mathematical 
physics, we report some notations and supporting software, based on Jvfathematica,’ that let a user 
specify parts of a mathematical expression to be altered in situ. The scheme is mnemonic and easily 
extended. It evolved in the course of some lengthy symbolic computations that applied a variety of 
mathematical techniques to several areas of study, and bears also on a number of more general and 
abstract topics that affect the manipulation of mathematical and other symbolic material and text. 
Keywords-Symbol manipulation, Computer algebra, Symbolic computation, Computer type- 
setting, Computer languages, Functional programming. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
The reader of an elementary algebra text is led through the reduction (1.1) by the informal 
remark “add b2/4a2 - c/a to both sides of the equation”: 
b z2+;x+;=o -+ b b2 b2 c x2+;x+;i;lZ=;i;E?.--$ (1-l) 
Correspondingly, “put the right hand side over a common denominator” leads the reader through 
b b2 b2 - 4ac 
4 x2+;x+~=~. (1.2) 
These examples illustrate two of the most frequently used idioms of mathematics: 
(1) the uniform application of a process to the primary subdivisions of an expression, and 
(2) the application of a process to selected pieces of an expression. 
This work was started with support of NSF Grants NAC-25001 and ASC-8500655. We are grateful for the 
cooperation of L. C. Allen and K. D. Alexander. 
‘Mathematics is a trademark of Wolfram Research, Inc. 
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Examples of the first include: 
l increasing both sides of an equation by the same increment or multiplier, 
l term by term integration and differentiation of an expression of the form a + b + - -. , 
l factoring an expression of the form ~21 + 1~x2.. . to a (~1 + 22.. . ), and 
l applying a differential or integral operator to both sides of an equation. 
Examples of the second include: 
l expanding or factoring one side of an equation, 
l doing likewise to just the numerator or denominator of a fraction, 
l subtracting one column or row of a determinant from another, and 
l applying the half-angle formula to just some of the sines in a trigonometric equation. 
The reasons for altering parts of a mathematical expression include: 
(1) changing its nature substantively, e.g., to solve an equation or to derive a proof, 
(2) recasting it into a form that is more convenient for numerical evaluation, 
(3) rearranging it for readability and to meet stylistic conventions of a publisher, and 
(4) displaying skeletalized forms, e.g., when it is very lengthy. 
This paper discusses a formalism to represent the idiom of localized operations in symbolic 
computation. It evolved from some work on the electronic structure of molecules and atoms [l-3], 
robot kinematics [4] and a variety of other topics, using Mathematics [5], and it bears on much 
wider issues of symbolic computation, too. The statements (1.3) and (1.4) illustrate the basic 
principle. Consider (1.1) and (1.2) as instances of the form a + b. Then, the form that is common 
to (1.3) and (1.4) is a // f, where f is the “targeting expression” that reduces a to b. 
x2+ b x + c 
2 
- == 0 
a a > 
// toBothSides Cadd[-!-- - i 11 
4 a2 
x2+ !? x + b2 b2 ____ == ____ - 5 
a 
4 a2 4 a2 a 
// toTheR& [Together] 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
These statements use the following Mathematics conventions: 
(1) the == symbol joins the two sides of an equation; 
(2) f [v] and v // f both represent the function f of v; 
(3) the function Together combines fractions over a common denominator; and 
(4) fC I[ I P u v re resents a function of v that is parameterized by u. 
The statements also use some procedures in the bilo package that we developed. An early version 
of this was reported in [6] and the implicit rule formation feature in [7]. The procedures are: 
(1) add [u] [vl -this returns u+v; 
(2) toBothSides Cfl Cu ==v] -this returns f [ul ==f [VI ; and 
(3) t 0TheBhs Cfl C u==v] -this returns u== f [v] . 
The reduction that combines (1.1) and (1.2) is performed by (1.5). The bilo function inSucces- 
sion composes its arguments in reverse order when these are unary functions, as in the present 
case. Its more general action is described in the next section. 
inSuccession[toBothSides CaddC-b 
2 
-s-i] I , toTheRhs [Together] 1 
4a 
(1.5) 
We use the name “addressing functions” for functions such as toBothSides, that locate the 
target(s). They are based on a small collection of Mathematics primitives, and are particularly 
convenient in many kinds of situation illustrated in the body of the paper and categorized at 
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the end. Function names were chosen to allow verbalization of expressions of the form (1.6) as 
“take z1 and apply in succession fi, f2, . . . ” in reasonable conformity to natural language usage. 
21// inSuccession[fi, fi, . . . ] (1.6) 
1.2. Outline 
Section 2 describes some basic notational devices and conventions that are used. Sections 3 
and 4 discuss the mechanized derivation of some formulas in [2], to illustrate: 
l uses of targeting expressions in mathematical transformations and in formatting; and 
l our style for building mnemonic addressing functions for an open ended variety of mathe- 
matical objects, which bears also on some general issues of natural language programming. 
Section 5-7 describe this style systematically, dealing, respectively, with the functions that ad- 
dress: 
l the parts of a fraction, the sides of a relationship, and terms and factors in the target 
expression, 
l subexpressions specified explicitly or as “patterns” or by their “heads” (see Section 2), 
and 
l coefficients of powers, orthogonal functions and other systematically varied subexpressions. 
The variety of processes that can be represented and facilitated by our addressing and targeting 
expressions warrant exploration of possible support of these expressions by other present and fu- 
ture systems for symbolic calculation, and their formal representation as objects of mathematical 
study. The principles and details in Sections 5-7 lead on to a discussion, in Sections 8-10, of: 
l a comparison of WYSIWYG with the bilo approach and their possible combination, 
l the dependence of bilo on Mathematics and the weaknesses of bile, and 
l some suggestions for future software systems and some planned extensions of bilo. 
2. SOME NOTATIONAL DEVICES AND CONVENTIONS 
2.1. Heads 
As mentioned earlier, f [VI and v // f both denote the function f of v in Mathematics. The 
name of each built-in function of Mathematics begins in upper case. By contrast, the names 
of most bilo functions begin in lower case. We use names such as sqrt and sin for standard 
functions, instead of the names of the built-in Mathematics functions, to permit tight control of 
the behavior by sets of bilo rules. Mathematics uses the = symbol for assignment and the == 
symbol to join the two sides of an equation. 
The Mathematics expressions of the form f [u] [VI used implicitly in (1.3) and (1.4) embody 
the Curry notation for functions of several variables [S]. A function f of variables z and Y can 
be regarded as a function h of y, where h is a function g of x. Thus, 
f(x> Y> = h(y), h =g(x), and f(x, Y) = S(X)(Y). 
Alternatively, f can be regarded as a function h of x, where ?L is a function 3 of y: 
(2.1) 
f(x, Y/) = Rx:), 6 = ji(Y/), and f(xc, Y) = B(Y)(X). (2.2) 
The part of a function expression before the bracketed argument(s) is called the “head” in Math- 
ematica. Thus f is the head of f [x, y] , g [xl is the head of g [xl Cyl and g is the head of g [xl. 
In g [xl [y] , we call g [xl a compound head. The ability to compose and nest targeting expres- 
sions depends on the ability to use compound heads, which is one of the most valuable features 
of Mathematics that support bilo. We also use compound heads to represent and manipulate 
sums, integrals, limits and many other kinds of object. 
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2.2. Conversions 
We use the notation a +- b for “the system converts a to b automatically” where, at times, the 
system automatically converts b to yet another form. For present purposes, Mathematics and 
bilo comprise the system. 
We denote the transformation of an expression a to an expression b by a 4 b, as in (1.1). 
The value of a Mathematics expression of the form (2.3), which contains the open arrow -> , is 
constructed from a by substituting c in place of every occurrence of b. 
a/. b->c (2.3) 
The value of (2.4) is obtained correspondingly, after re-evaluating c to take note of any changes 
that were made to the variables on which it depends since it was assigned a value, previously. 
a /. b :> c (2.4) 
The expressions b -> c and b : > c are called “transformation rules” or “replacement rules” or 
just “rules,” and b may be a pattern [5, p. 2191. For example, given (2.5) then (2.6) follows. 
x_ matches any expression and then stands for that expression during the application of the rule. 
rule$sin$to$cos$times$tan = sinllx_I :> cosCx1 tan[xl (2.5) 
(sin[thetal I2 __--__--_--- 
(cos [theta] j2 
, 
. rule$sin$to$cos$times$tan =+ (tanCtheta1 I2 (2.6) 
2.3. Composition and Nesting 
The reduction (2.7) of a trigonometric equation illustrates 
(1) the usage of the bilo function inSuccession mentioned already, 
(2) the nesting and composition of addressing functions, 
(3) the use of transformation rules as well as functions in targeting expressions: 
sin 28 = 
sin2 e 2tanB 
1 - sin2 e ---$ 1 + tan2 e 
= tan2 e -+ tane(l-tan0)(2+tane+tan20) =O. 
(2.7) 
Let rule$sin$squared$to$cos$squared = (sinCx_I I2 :>l - (coscxl)2 
rule$sin$to$tan$of$half = sin Lx_] :> 2 tanCx/21 (2.8) _--_-_----_-_-_ 
i+(tanCx/21 I2 
f = inSuccession [toTheLhs [rule$sin$to$tan$of $half] , 
toTheRhs[toTheDenominator[rule$sin$squared$to$cos$squared], 
rule$sin$to$cos$times$tan]] (2.9) 
Then f performs the first step in the reduction (2.7). Also, using the built-in Factor and two 
more bilo functions with self-explanatory names, the complete reduction is performed by 
inSuccession[f,clearFractions,zeroRight,toTheLhs[Factor]] (2.10) 
When fl,f~,...,f,, are unary function heads, bilo reduces inSuccession [fl, f2,. . . , fn][.s] to 
Composition [fl, f 2,. . . , fn][s], (see (5, p. 2131). Al so, inSuccession allows rules as arguments, 
as in the preceding example, and lists of rules, too. Each is treated as the replacement function 
which applies it. If z stands for a function head or a rule or a list of rules, inSuccession treats 
P as n successive arguments Z, when n is a positive integer, and applies z repeatedly, until it 
makes no further change, when n is the bilo keyword totally. The name “inSuccession” was 
chosen to be mnemonic whilst avoiding verbose qualification of the word “composition.” 
The functions toBothSides, toTheLhs, toThems and all the further addressing functions to 
be discussed apply the inSuccession function of their argument lists to the appropriate parts of 
the target expression. The accommodation of rules by the inSuccession and the to . . . functions 
is very powerful when combined with the methods of [7]. 
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3. AN EXAMPLE INVOLVING SUMS AND LIMITS 
3.1. Background 
This section illustrates: 
(1) the reduction of several related expressions by the same targeting expression, 
(2) the construction of a targeting expression in stages, and 
(3) addressing functions that focus attention on terms and other objects, by reference to their 
explicit values, to patterns which they match, and to their heads. 
For use in certain calculations of the theory of molecular structure, the objects defined by (3.1) 
were introduced in [2], and formulas were derived for several combinations of N and k, that 
include (3.2)-(3.4) with sin(8/2) and log[(l + sin(O/2)) sin(O/2)] in place of u and g(u): 
J%,k(@) = fy l -Pn(cose), 
n=N n+lc 
(3.1) 
qo(e) = -g(u), (3.2) 
i7z,-1(e) = c-221 + 2~7 - g(u) case, (3.3) 
_t33,--2(e) = (-4u + 5u2 + 6u3 - 7214) - g(u) P,(cos e>. (3.4) 
These were found as special cases of the general result (3.5), where the &(x) and un,k(z) are 
simple polynomials, considered below. This is a simple paraphrase of some results in [2]: 




n=o k - n - 1 
P,(~OS e) - 2~ C o&i,,(cOs8). (3.5) 
n=l 
We discuss the mechanical reduction of (3.5) for individual k, initially taking for granted the 
steps that produced (3.5) and the &(x(z) and &,n(z). For k <= 5, their values are as follows: 
.71(x) 72(x) 3-3(x) 34(x) J-575(x) 
0 I- 7x2 15x - 37x3 -21+ 354 x2 - 533 x4 -x - 
4 12 96 
We use the name eqnCE, general1 for the Mathematics representation of (3.5). In it, functions 
are named in an obvious way. The bilo notation sum [i , j , kl Cf [iI 3 is used for xfCj fi. 
eqnCE, general] = E[k, 1 -k, theta] == 
J[k, cosCthetal1 - g[u] P[k- I, cos[theta]] - 
2 u ark-l,O,cos[th;taII + 
sumCn, 0, k-2IC7k-~--n-~-;~ P[n, cosCthetal11 - 
2 u sumCn, 1, k-2lCaCk- I, n, cos[theta]I] (3.6) 
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To begin, we describe a targeted expression which works for k > 2. Then, we modify it slightly 
to include k = 1 and 2 and, in Section 4, all k > 0. This explanation was constructed by 
interactively streamlining a targeted expression developed for the production of Section 3 of [2]. 
3.2. Case k > 2 
The action is typified by the case k = 3. The general formula is made specific to k = 3 
by a simple substitution in the style of (2.3), and each C subexpression is expanded using the 
bilo functions toEach[suml and fullExpand. The former exemplifies the addressing function 
toEachCtyp$erl, with a head serving as typifier. fullExpand converts a sum to an explicit 
“Plus” expression when the limits differ by an explicit integer. The expression collapses to zero 
when the lower limit exceeds the upper. The statement (3.7) gives the representation of (3.8): 
eqnCE,S,stepll = eqnCE. general] /. k -> 3 // toEachCsum1 [fullExpand] (3.7) 
Es+(e) = ~(c0se)-g(u)Pz(c0se)-2uaz,~(c0se)+~~~(c0se)+S(c0se)-2u~~,~(c0se). (3.8) 
Applying the list of rules (3.9) replaces each CQ,~(Z) and gk(z) for k <= 5. Here, the list is called 
rule$for$a$and$J. It was constructed, using methods described in [7], from the formulas given 
above. The individual elements conform to the syntax and principles illustrated by (2.4). The 
final element is a conditional rule (5, p. 2241, which replaces alc,n(~) by 0 for n > k - 1. 
{J cl, x-1 :> O,a[i,O,x_] :> l,JC2,x_l :> -x,aCZ,O,x_l :> 3x/2 ,..., 
aC5,3,x_l :> 9x/20,aC5,4,x_l :> 1/5,aCk_,n_,x_l :> 0 /; n>k-1) (3.9) 
Applying this list of rules to the representation of (3.8) gives that of 
Es,_z(e) = a (I - 7 cos2e) -g(u)pz(c0se)-3ucose+~po(c0se)+~l(co~e~-u. (3.10) 
The rest of the reduction is targeted on the terms which do not contain g(u), by an addressing 
function of the form toEachTermThat Cqualz$erl, discussed in Section 5. Here, the qualifier is 
doesNotContain[g] . The function useBuiltIn converts bilo keywords, such as sqrt, P, and 
limit in its argument, to the corresponding built-in Mathematics expressions. The function 
useBuilt InExceptFor [WI,. . . 1 does likewise for all the bilo keywords except ~1,. . . . Here, 
it converts each Legendre polynomial from the P Cn,zl form to the built-in LegendreP Cn, ~1, 
which Mathematics reduces to an explicit polynomial when n is an explicit integer. Applying 
this function to the terms free of g(u) in the representation of (3.10) gives that of 
_t+2(e) = i (1 - 7 ~08~ e) - g(u) p2(c0s e) - 3~ cos e + i + cos 8 - U. 
L 
(3.11) 
To substitute for case in terms of sin(0/2), we use the rule 
rule$cos$to$sin$of$half = cos[x_l :> 
Applying first this rule, then the rule to replace sin(0/2) by u 
tion, to the terms free of g, gives the representation of (3.4). 
by 
x 2 
I - 2 sin[sl . (3.12) 
and then the built-in Expand func- 
Accordingly, we define reductorl 
inSuccession [toEach [sum] [fullExpand , rule$f or$a$and$ J , 
toEachTermThat CdoesNotContain[gl 1 C 
useBuiltInExceptFor [cosl , 
rule$cos$to$sin$of $half , sinCtheta/21 -> u, Expand1 I. (3.13) 
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Then the entire reduction of (3.6) for k = 3 is performed by 
eqnCE, 31 = eqn CE, general] // inSuccession[k -> 3, reductori] 
* EC3, -2, theta1 == -4u + 5u2+6u3-7u4-g[ul P[2, cos[theta]]. (3.14) 
The corresponding statements that replace k by 4 and 5, give the representations of 
&,_s(e) = -62~ + 9u2 + Tu3 - 31 u4 - 20u5 + ;us - g(u) Ps(cos e>, (3.15) 
&,_4(6’) = -8u + 14u2 + 3u3 172 - ~~~ 171 - 3u5 50 + %Ls 3 + 70 u7 - 7 us - g(u) P,(cos e>. 
(3.16) 
3.3. Generalization 
The use of reductori when k is 1 or 2 leaves the coefficient of g(u) as the unevaluated P,(cos 0) 
and 9 (cos 0). To cover all cases, we use reductor2, defined by 
inSuccession[reductorl, toEachCPCO,_l I P[i,_I] [useBuiltInExceptFor[cos]]]. 
(3.17) 
Here, typifier in the t oEach C typifier1 construction is a pattern that is matched by any expression 
of the form P CO t sl or P Cl, ~1 (see [5, p. 2291, for the Alternatives function that is represented 
by I). For k > 2, reductor2 has the same effect as reductorl because, by the time the extra 
term is applied, the only Legendre polynomial that can be present is the multiplier of g(u). 
Consequently, the list of the Mathematics representations of (3.2)-(3.4) and their counterparts 
for k = 4 and 5 is produced by the single statement (3.18), using the Table function [5, p. 1181. 
Table Ceqn CE, general1 // reductor2, {k, 5)l (3.18) 
4. INCREASED GENERALITY AND READABILITY 
4.1. Objectives 
To further illustrate the building up and use of targeting expressions to: 
(1) rearrange expressions for increased readability, 
(2) skeletalize long expressions to show their general form, 
(3) facilitate conversion to typesetting codes, with greater control than TeXForm, 
we remove the restriction on k by use of the recurrence scheme (4.1) for the u~,~(z), and the 
equation (4.2) for the &(z); these are derived in [2]: 
u~,~(x) = 0, n > k - 1; 
ak,&) = @-$x a/+l,n(~) - @f9 czk-2,&), k - 2 > n >= 0, (4.1) 
Uk_l,n(Z) l/w - ---& Pk-n-2(Z) tn . 
) 1 (4.2) 
The recurrence scheme is represented by the rule (4.3), that expresses the “case” situation by use 
of the built-in Which function [5, p. 2871. Also, (4.2) is is represented by (4.4). 
general$rule$f or$a = a [k_, n_, x-1 : > 
Which[n > k-l, 0, n == k-i, l/k, n == k-2, (2k-l)x/(k(k-I)), 
0 <= n < k-2, (2k-1)/k x a[k-1, n, x] - (k-II/k a[k-2, n, x11 (4.3) 
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eqn [J , general1 = J Ck, xl == 
limit [t. -> inf inityl[ 
sum[n, 0, k-21 C 
(a[k-I, n, xl sqrtC1 - 2 t x + t2] - <;--T, PCk-n-2, xl> tnll 
For individual values of k, (4.4) is reduced by (4.5). The totally is included 
applications of the rule are needed to reduce u~,~(z) to an explicit polynomial. 
reductor$for$J = 
inSuccession[toThe[sum][fullExpand], general$rule$for$a ^ totally, 
toThe [limit] CuseBuiltInExceptFor [cos] ] ] 
(4.4 
because k - 1 
(4.5) 
The Jo for k = 1 to K can be formed by a Table expression analogous to (3.18). The 
conversion of cos to the built-in Cos is blocked to prevent the built-in Limit function giving the 
result in terms of cos nt9 instead of cosn 0 in the application below. 
Table[eqn[J, general] // reductor$for$J, {k, K}] (4.6) 
The Jk(z) were used in the original reduction of the &i-k(e), where they were written as 
Lk(z). They are of no further interest and can be eliminated. The production of the &r-k(0) is 
streamlined, accordingly, by combining (3.5) and (4.4) in a single equation, and applying reduc- 
tor$f or$J and then reductor2 to this. The representations of the two equations are combined 
using the grule that corresponds to (4.4) (see [7]). Th e net effect is to replace J [k, cos [theta]] 
in (3.6) by the right hand side of the result of replacing x by cosCtheta1 in (4.4). 
eqn [E, direct] = eqn [E, general] / . grule [J , general] 
The targeting expressions are combined by 
reductor3 = inSuccession[reductor$for$J, reductor21. 
Then the Ek,i__k(e) for k = 1 to 10 are formed by 





In [2], the EN,k(B) were derived in terms of sin(8/2) and log[(l + sin(e/2)) sin(0/2)]. Thus, 
corresponding to (3.3) of the present paper, the equation numbered (3.18b) in [2] is 
Ez,-i(e) = 
( 
-2 sing+2sin2i) -cosQlog[(l+sin~)sin~]. (4.10) 
These versions can be constructed from those given here by simple substitution, or rederived 
from the equivalent of (3.5) by a slightly modified form of reductor2. The default arrangement 
of the Mathematics representation of the right hand side of (4.10), however, is 
theta 
- (cos [theta] log [sin C--s-- ] (l+sin[zhtta])]) -2sin[--i-- theta] + 2 sin[4hi4a]2. (4.11) 
This is converted to the required arrangement by use of some simple bilo sorting functions, that 
have self-explanatory names. The targeting expression contains addressing functions that vary 
and extend those of earlier examples, maintaining a style that is simple and “natural.” 
formatter = toTheFUrs CtoTheTermThat [contains [log] ] [ 
toTheArgumentOfThe [log] CsortByPresence [I]] , 
sortByAbsence [log] ] , 
sortByAbsence [log]] (4.12) 
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4.3. Skeletalizing 
The output of (4.9) is skeletalized to give (4.13)-a concise visual check of the plausibility of 
the result. The collectively.. . functions are described precisely in Section 5. bilo contains 
show.. . functions with self-explanatory names for a variety of objects. 
eqnList // 
inSuccession[showElements[{l, -I}], 
toElement [-l][collectivelyToTheTermsThat [doNotContain[g]][ 
showTermsC(1, -1}1111 
{E[I, 0, theta] == -g[u] , <<8 elements>>, 
E[IO, -9, theta] ==-18u+<<16 terms>>+ 
8161705 u 
----ii~--~~ - g Cul P C9, cos [theta] 1) (4.13) 
4.4. Typesetting 
Our toTeX procedures convert Mathematics expressions to plain w (91 and d&QX [lo] 
with much greater flexibility and control than the built-in TeXForm function. Putting the head 
sapr on an expression makes toTeX enclose it between \lef t ( and \right) control sequences, 
which produce self-adjusting parentheses. Also, the head sabr produces self-adjusting square 
brackets. The equations for the &,1-k(0) are preprocessed, accordingly, by 
encoder = toTheRhs [toTheArgumentOfThe [log] [toThe [1+-l [sapr] , sabrl , 
sin [x_ I “n- : > (sin%) [xl , 
collectivelyToTheTermsThat [match[_ (sin-’ > [_]]][sapr] , 
toTheTermThat [contains [log]] CsortByAbsence [log]] , 
sortByAbsence Clog1 I (4.14) 
In the argument of the log, the pattern I+_ identifies the factor 1 + sin(0/2) concisely. The 
head sapr is put onto it, and sabr onto the entire argument. The second line of encoder moves 
each exponent of sin(f?/2) giving, e.g., sin2(0/2) instead of (sin(0/2))2. The next line puts the 
head sapr onto the collection of terms outside the log. The pattern in the match [. . . ] expression 
picks these. We found by inspection that each has an explicit coefficient in every case considered. 
The first _ matches this, and the _. matches an exponent but does not require one [5, p. 2271. 
The last two lines move the log factor and the term containing it to the right of the right hand 
side. 
5. TARGETING SOME SIMPLE SUBEXPRESSIONS 
5.1. Fractions 
The three bilo functions that address the parts of a fraction are 
toTheNumerator, toTheDenominator, toTheNumeratorAndDenominator. 
5.2. Relationships 
(5.1) 
The three bilo functions that address sides of an equation are 
toTheLhs, toTheRhs, toBothSides. (5.2) 
These also act on expressions containing the Mathematics operators shown in (5.3) and on further 
binary operators defined in bilo. The ability to act on both sides with conventional functions 
and with integral and other operators support many forms of mathematical reasoning. 
< <= >= > -> :> (5.3) 
CAMWA 28:8-C 
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5.3. Terms and Factors 
We call expressions of the form a + b + -. . and a x b x . . . “Plus” and “Times” expressions, 
as in Mathematics, reserving “sum” and “product” for C and II expressions. The principal bilo 
functions that operate on the terms of a Plus are as follows: 
(1) toEachTermCaction1, that acts on each of the terms, individually; 
(2) toEachTermThat CseEectorl Cactionl , that acts on the selected terms, individually; and 
(3) collectivelyToTheTermsThat [selector1 Cactionl , that acts on the Plus of these terms. 
The bilo addressing functions that operate on a Times correspond to those for a Plus, with 
Factor in place of Term. Originally, selector and action were put in separate subheads as a 
simple extension of the compound head notation which had proved convenient for the unqualified 
addressing functions. As the work developed, we found the separation to be of unexpected benefit. 
5.4. Selectors and Aliases 
At present, we allow the following forms of selector : 
(1) the keywords innermost and outermost; 
(2) a pointer q or a list of pointers {ql, q2,. . . }, where minus signifies counting from the right; 
(3) a predicate (criterion), such as contains [x], which acts by reference to content; 
(4) a logical expression in which the atoms are selectors of Type 3; 
(5) two or three items of kinds 1, 2 and 3 or 4, in that order, to narrow the selection succes- 
sively, or 
(6) a space or a null string or Null, which signify no restriction. 
The selection criteria that have been used most often are given by (5.4), together with the corre- 
sponding negations that begin doesNot and isNot. Here, z, 21,. . . are terminal subexpressions 
or heads, or patterns to be matched by either, v is any pattern to be matched by one or more 
terminal subexpressions, and h is a head or a pattern to be matched by one or more heads. 
contains [z] , containsAny [XI, ~2, . . . 1, containsAl Czr, 22, . . . I, 
matches Cvl , isHeadedL3y Chl . (5.4) 
The full sets of aliases for the second and third kinds of function that address terms are 
toEachTermThat , t oTheTermsThat , t oTheTermThat , toTerms, toTerm, (5.5) 
collectivelyToTheTermsThat, collectivelyToTermsThat, collectivelyToTerms, (5.6) 
We provide all the aliases in (5.5) because, for example, in a derivation which: 
(1) in one stage, deals with each term without exception, and 
(2) in a later stage, deals with each term that meets a non-unique selection, 
using toEachTerm[actionl first, and then toEachTermThat Cselectorl[actionl is natural. In con- 
trast, in a derivation which: 
(1) in an early stage, deals with a term satisfying a unique criterion, 
(2) in a later stage, deals with terms satisfying a criterion that is more general, and 
(3) still later, deals with all the terms without qualification, 
a natural sequence is toTheTermThat [selector] [action], toTheTermsThat [selector] [action] and 
then t0EachTex-m [action1 . Also, it is natural to omit the article when using a pointer or pointer 
list, as in toTermIll [action1 and toTerms C{ I, 3)l [action]. Aliases for the functions in (5.4) 
that begin, for example, with contain, containing, match, and matching, and corresponding 
negations, are provided for grammatical consistency. So are aliases for innermost and outermost 
that begin with is and are. Pointers are allowed, as in toTermCl1, primarily for consistency 
with some generalizations in Section 6. Aliases analogous to (5.5) and (5.6) are provided for all 
the functions that deal with factors. 
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6. THE BILO INFRA-STRUCTURE 
6.1. Basics 
The function with the aliases (6.1) generalizes toEachTerm. typifier may be: 
(1) an explicit subexpression, 
(2) the head of a subexpression, or 
(3) a pattern matched by a head or by a terminal subexpression. 
toEach [typifier1 [action1 , toThe [typifier1 [action]. (6.1) 
The expressions (6.1) are evaluated by operating, in situ, with inSuccessionCaction1 on each 
subexpression of the target, which is matched or that has a head which is matched. The system 
does not check for consistency between use of The or Each and the number of matched items. 
This accords, for example, with statements concerning “the winner” in discussions of athletic 
events that tacitly abbreviate “the winner, or if there is a tie, the winners.” The bilo function 
that generalizes toEachTermThat has the aliases 
toEach Ctypifierl [selector1 Caction], (6.2) 
toThe [typifier] [seZector] [action], (6.3) 
to Ctgpifierl [selector1 Cuctionl. (6.4 
In (6.2) and (6.3), a pointer, a pointer list, or that [selector’] must begin or comprise selec- 
tor, where selector’ usually is a criterion, such as containsCxJ, but can take any form de- 
scribed for selector in Section 5. Also, in the toEach and tol’he functions, action cannot 
begin with (or comprise) an expression with the head that. This is not bothersome. These 
restrictions disambiguate (6.2) and (6.3) from (6.1). The functions toThe CtypijerlCactionl and 
toEach[typ$erl [action] evaluate to (6.5). The Mathematics implementation is 7 lines long, 
supplemented by a 25 line procedure to allow rules and exponents in action, and some further 
procedures that deal with selectors which are not null. 
to [typifier] C 1 [action1 (6.5) 
We define wrappers for frequently used functions typified by 
toEachLog, toTheLog =+ toC1oglC 1, (6.6) 
toEachLogThat, toTheLogsThat, toTheLogThat, tologs, toLog + to Clog]. (6.7) 
The bilo procedures that define these functions are constructed mechanically from lists of the 
roots, (such as Log, Exp, Sum, Product, Derivative) and the corresponding heads that are used 
in the bilo representations (log, exp, sum, prod, D$, for the examples just cited). 
6.2. Arguments 
The largest class of bilo addressing functions that have been used so far is based on (6.8). 
Several further functions are based on (6.9). These act, respectively, on selected arguments of 
the head of the target expression, individually and collectively. 
toArguments [selector] [action1 (6.8) 
collectivelyToArguments [selector] [action] (6.9) 
The immediate wrappers of (6.8) analogous to (6.1) and (6.2)-(6.4) are, respectively, 
toEachArgument, toTheArgument* toArguments C 1 (6.10) 
toEachArgumentThat, toTheArgumentsThat, toTheArgumentThat, toArgument 
=+ toArguments (6.11) 
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When f is a unary function, toEachArgument acts as the built-in Map [5, p. 2041. 
scm, 52, * * * , x,1 // toEachArgument Cf 1 =+ gCfCq1, fCz21, . . . , fCs,ll (6.12) 
In general, inSuccession[action] is applied to each xi by toEachArgument [action], and to 
just the selected xi by toEachArgumentThat [selector] [action]. Many addressing functions of 
bilo are implemented as nested expressions of the form (6.13), and as shorter forms obtained by 
nesting instances of (6.10) and (6.11) within toEach and toThe expressions (6.1)-(6.3). 
to [typifier] [selector] [toArguments [selector’1 [action] 1 (6.13) 
Thus, because the full forms of a == b, a >= b, . . . are Equal [a, b] , GreaterEqual [a, bl , . . . in 
Mathematics, the functions (5.2) are implemented by (6.14) and expressions typified by (6.15). 
relHeads = Equal(GreaterEquallGreater1.. . (6.14) 
toTheLhs [action3 + to [relHeads] [outermost] [toArgument Cl] [action1 1 (6.15) 
6.3. Collective Action 
At times, the entire sequence of arguments of a function must be treated as an entity. Several 
bilo functions that deal with argument sequences use elementary Mathematics list operations 
[5, Section 1.81. The sorting functions used in formatting and the skeletalizing functions use 
further bilo functions that partition lists. These include 
{Al,..., UK} // partInTwo [selector1 * { {vpl, . . . , vfi,}, {vu, , . . . , q,,}}, (6.16) 
where the up,, . . . , vpM are picked from the ~1,. . . , vK by selector and the vvl,. . . , vuvN are the P]k 
which are not. The original order of the elements is preserved in the two sublists. In the more 
general function (6.17), s, is the list of xi for which cl(z), . . . , c,-i(x) are false and cv(z) is true, 
for sr to sm, and sm+i is the list of xi for which cl(z), . . . ,cm(z) are false. 
{Xl, * *. ,z,} // partByCriteria[ci, . . . , c+J =s- {Sl > e-0 rSm+l 1 (6.17) 
6.4. Some Extensions 
We define wrappers for many more addressing functions that involve arguments of the target. 
For example, (6.18) acts on the summands of the selected sums. 
toEachSummandThat [selector] I: action] + to [sum] [selector] CtoTheArgument [action] ] (6.18) 
This is an instance of a set of aliases analogous to (5.5) that contain a word connoting an 
argument, which make the selection amongst the subexpressions with the heads that the word 
suggests (e.g., Power suggested by Base and by Exponent, trigonometric functions by Angle). A 
mnemonic head can be put on a sequence of items, to allow use of mnemonic addressing functions. 
Thus, the function defined by (6.19) targets the elements of vector [vi, 7~2, . . . 1. 
toVectorElements [selector1 [action] 
3 toThe [vector] [toArguments [selector] [action] 1 (6.19) 
To make inferences, e.g., given that n is an integer, then 2n is even, we use the notation is Ctl Cvl 
to assert “v is t”, isQ Ct] [v] for the truth of “is v t”, and if [is [t] [v] , cl to state ‘V is t if c.” 
Further bilo functions direct action to heads and to the elements of compound heads. 
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7. TARGETING ON COEFFICIENTS 
Often, it is necessary to operate on the coefficient of a unique subexpression, or on the coeffi- 
cients in a polynomial or in a Plus of subexpressions which have some other systematic structure, 
such as terms containing f(si), f(zz), . . . , for a function f. Accordingly, we define several bilo 
functions that refer to coefficients explicitly. For example, the final step in the reduction (7.1), 
where A = (7 ( 1 k sin IC see 11, [ S ection 2.584]), is performed by (7.2). 
I cos3 x dx As --) ... --f (3 + (-1 - 2k2) sin2z) sins 3 (3 - (1 + 2k2) sin2x) sina: (71) 3A3 3A3 
toTheCoefficientOf [sin[x]21[factorOut [-I]] (7.2) 
This contains an addressing function that seeks coefficients of the specified item throughout the 
target expression. It has the aliases 
toTheCoef f icientOf The [typifier] [actionI, toEachCoefficientOf [typ$er]Caction], 
toTheCoeff icientOfEach[typifierl[actionl, toTheCoefficientOf[typi,fierlCactionJ. 
(7.3) 
Related functions include 
toTheCoeff icientsOfPowersOf Ewl Cactionl. (7.4) 
This treats the target expression as a polynomial in v and applies inSuccession[action] to each 
of the coefficients that characterizes the polynomial, including the implicit coefficient of v”, that 
is, the Plus of the independent terms. It wraps the primitive 
toTheCoeff icientsInTheTargetPlusOf [typifier]Caction] . (7.5) 
This applies inSuccession[action] to the coefficient part of each term that contains typifier 
as a factor (or which consist entirely of typifier, with 1 as the implied coefficient) and to the 
Plus of the other terms. In contrast, the function (7.3) acts on occurrences of typifier at all 
levels of the target expression. The function (7.5) has further wrappers that act on coefficients of 
sines, cosines and other functions of a given argument. Also, the function (7.6) acts on the same 
coefficients as (7.5) except for the Plus of the independent terms. 
toTheProperCoef f icientsInTheTargetPlusOf [typifier] [action] (7.6) 
8. THE USER INTERFACE 
Attention can be focused on parts of an expression using raw Mathematics-ur addressing 
functions depend heavily on the built-in Position and MapAt functions [5, pp. 127, 2051. A 
WYSIWYG approach is presented as the major feature of Theorist [12]. Using “point and click” 
to identify a subexpression can be faster than typing commands, if the latter are tedious, require 
extensive knowledge of specialized conventions and are error prone. Having a record of the steps 
taken to effect the conversion, that can be re-applied mechanically, however, is of greater benefit 
when a set of reductions can be performed by commands that are: 
(1) the same, as in some of the steps in Sections 3 and 4; 
(2) produced by trivially editing a prototype, illustrated there, too; or 
(3) produced by editing a prototype or instantiating a parameterized expression mechanically, 
or by more elaborate algorithms of wider application, such as discussed in Section 10. 
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These situations arise, for example, when accommodating: 
(1) changes in the symbols that are used in the internal representations and the printed 
output, 
(2) different sign conventions and normalization factors in the definitions of special functions, 
(3) variations in the level of detail, explanatory verbiage and order of presentation of ideas, 
(4) production of problem sets with and without solutions, 
(5) changes in the way particular steps in a derivation are handled, 
(6) incorporation of material developed for one purpose in a longer account of a more general 
topic and, conversely, the extraction of material from the latter for specialized use, 
(7) collaborative efforts in which co-workers build on material that they exchange, and 
(8) adaptation of material developed in one symbolic language to another, for comparison, 
joint work, and validation of new systems. 
Often, an entire derivation or proof is needed rather than just a single formula or theorem which 
results. To reduce opportunities for error and to aid comprehension in numerical computation 
and in teaching, derivations and proofs should be self-contained, and should avoid conversions 
between notations and unnecessary digressions. 
A set of related formulas often can be generated by a single algorithm, e.g., when using series 
expansions and perturbation techniques. Formulas must be constructed systematically for related 
objects when making theoretical calculations of properties as diverse as molecular structure of 
pharmaceuticals, paths of satellites and asteroids, operating characteristics of electronic circuits 
and components, and energy levels of atomic nuclei. Applying a parameterized single procedure 
is preferable to repeated use of a step by step point and click method. Also, the use of addressing 
functions is helpful when dealing with expressions that are too long for convenient display. 
These considerations do not run counter to the benefit of WYSIWYG methods where appro- 
priate. The two approaches are complementary. Certainly, in the application of bilo, electronic 
cut and paste is used extensively when constructing files of targeting expressions that are applied 
either by further cut and paste into an interactive Mathematics session, or by invoking the front 
end batch procedure autorun. This interprets a control file that consists of: 
(1) executable Mathematics statements that are part of a derivation, 
(2) lines of text that are passed to the output, and 
(3) Mathematics statements that control output styles and format. 
An early version of autorun was reported briefly in [6]. It has been incorporated recently in a 
slightly longer procedure, autorecord, to produce typeset documents. This: 
(1) interprets a control file to produce a l&Xcoded file as output; 
(2) invokes ‘IJ$to process the output of the first step; and 
(3) invokes a program to let the user preview the typeset output. 
This resource lets the user craft the control file interactively, changing the words and rearranging 
material to optimize the appearance of the entire paginated product. 
Meshing the bilo approach with WYSIWYG may be possible. Some features are easy to 
provide, e.g., scrolling list windows to pick rules for standard mathematical operations, frequently 
used addressing functions and selection criteria. Also, a Mathematics user can, in sequence: 
(1) turn off commutativity, using ClearAttributes [{Plus, Times}, Orderless], 
(2) display the InputForm of an expression to be rearranged, 
(3) cut and paste pieces of this to form a new expression, alongside an In[nl := prompt, 
(4) apply HoldForm to maintain the structure of the new expression, and 
(5) turn commutativity back on, using SetAttributes [{Plus, Times}, Orderlessl. 
Devising an algorithm to construct the targeting function that rearranges an expression A to 
the form B, given A and B, seems tractable. Devising an algorithm when the conversion is 
a prototype, however, rapidly becomes a substantial problem in computer learning, and pro- 
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viding enough examples for an intelligent human to recognize a pattern can be time consuming. 
Nonetheless, the combination of command with point and click methods merits further attention. 
9. SOME FURTHER PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
9.1. The Mathematics Infrastructure 
Having a wide variety of Mathematics functions to apply the targeted subexpressions is very 
convenient. At times, however, these are inappropriate or inadequate. For example, if u and v 
stand for products, applying Factor to (2 (l+u)+2 (l+v) } gives 2w, where w is the full expansion 
of (2+u+v) if this is not factorable. A bilo function had to be written to move out common 
factors, e.g., to give 2 (2+u+v) here. The bilo function distribute CQ, qz, . . .I CT-~, 7-2,. . . 1 [s] [VI, 
that distributes the product of factors q1, q2, . . . of v onto terms ~1, 73, . , . of the sth factor meets 
another practical need which Mathematics does not address directly. Such needs for nondisruptive 
and precise operations apply to many other algebraic processes, too. Further needs suggested by 
our work include: 
(1) software switches to enable/disable many of the stages of automatic evaluation, such as 
the conversion of -(a + b) to -a - b, and a == a to True, 
(2) built-in ways to distinguish assertive and interrogative usage of relationship symbols, and 
(3) sorting functions akin to those that we use. 
9.2. Weaknesses of bilo 
The mnemonic nature of bilo can lead to false confidence, although the need to check the 
results of symbolic computations remains. As has happened in other areas of computing, practical 
experience will develop a body of knowledge concerning traps, ways to avoid these and techniques 
for checking. Mechanized checking is essential. So is visual inspection of output of short runs and 
skeletalizations of longer output. For example, when using the bilo function numberslast, which 
puts the numerical term in a Plus at the extreme right, and does likewise with the numerical 
factor in a Times, we found that applying it inadvertently to -x gave x-i in the output. The 
internal representation shown by FullForm is HoldForm[Times [x, -111, which is correct, but 
the default output style uses a space for implied multiplication. Applying ReleaseHold and 
matching against the original expression, which is the obvious way to detect errors caused by 
formatting transformations, gives True, thereby missing the error. 
Indiscriminate use of built-in functions can cause trouble. For example, substituting negative 
and non-negative values for j and k, respectively, following (9.1) leads to a zero divide. 
sum Ci , j , k] [integral [t] [t ‘11 // useBuiltIn =+ sumCi, j, klCt i+i/(i+l>l (9.1) 
Care has to be taken, too, when using pointers. For example, a targeting expression inSucces- 
sion[toTerm[i][fl,. . . , toTerm[il[gll , meant to apply g to the same term as f misfires if the 
default ordering of terms is changed by the action of f or the steps denoted by . , . . Also, the 
order of factors in a fraction is not evident from the ordinary output form. The bilo function 
numberTheTerms converts a+b+. . . to term Cl] Cal + term [21 [bl +. . . , and numberTheFactors acts 
correspondingly on a Times. Addressing functions that reference terms and factors play through 
the heads termEn and factor Cnl , and unnumber functions remove these heads. 
Some problems result from making mnemonics seem natural. As in the evolution of nat- 
ural language, there is a tendency to omit words from rigorous but verbose expressions, when 
a shorter form is the likely interpretation, as in (6.18). Providing “naturalness” in one cir- 
cumstance, however, can cause unwanted behavior in another. The functions toTheTerms and 
toTheTermsThat were implemented to act on the outermost terms in the target. Then, for ex- 
ample, given y =ax (f(b+c)+g(d+e)), and the need to act on f(b + c) in toto and g(d + e) in 
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toto, rather than on b, c, d, and e individually, we can apply toEachTermC. . .I to the entire ex- 
pression, instead of toThems CtoTheFactorThat [contains Cfll CtoEachTermC. . .I1 1. In (4.14), 
the match[. . .] criterion picks the correct terms for all k. The criterion doesNotContain[log] 
seems just as appropriate, at first, and it works for k>l. For k=O, however, it imposes an un- 
wanted sapr head, because the only Plus in the entire expression for Ei,s(B) is 1 + sin(8/2) 
in the argument of the log, which is handled by an earlier element of (4.14), leading to extra 
parentheses. 
Another weakness of bilo is that targeting expressions can be quite long and deeply nested, 
and require interactive development. Quite often, however, the nesting of a function needed in 
one step follows easily from its predecessor. At times, bilo, as presented here, leads to tedious, 
repetitive verbosity. In these cases, conciseness can be obtained by defining subsidiary objects 
and conventions, but this increases the amount of convention and detail to be explained. 
10. SOME GENERALIZATIONS 
10.1. Symbol Manipulation Software 
Although the totality of our work with Mathematics has used a large number of its features, 
the core that seems of primary importance for many symbolic calculations, and most valuable in 
future systems, consists of: 
(1) operations on labeled trees by Position, MapAt, Select, Part, and Apply, 
(2) “pure functions” [5, p. 2071 and compound heads (Curry notation), 
(3) specification and recognition of patterns of the diversity that Mathematics allows, and 
(4) transformation rules and replacement operations. 
Every addressing function in this paper operates on a tree with labeled nodes, by seeking either: 
(1) a terminal subtree or a class of terminal subtrees, or 
(2) a labeled node or a class of labeled nodes, 
by reference to the explicit content or a pattern to be matched, then operating on either: 
(1) the terminal subtrees picked in Case 1 or headed by the nodes picked in Case 2, 
(2) all or a subset of the immediate subtrees in Case 2 (i.e., the arguments), or 
(3) the siblings (i.e., the coefficients). 
Operations of these kinds are appropriate to representations of information of many kinds besides 
mathematical expressions. Thus, a major theme in computer applications to the humanities 
is “data tagging.” For example, a dictionary entry is represented as a heavily nested function 
expression in which the heads specify the nature of the material that they encompass, as an entire 
entry, the principal spelling, the variant spelling list, an individual variant spelling, and so forth. 
Correspondingly, within a bibliographic record, subsidiary function heads include statement of 
responsibility, personal name, surname, given name list, subject heading list, and citation. 
Extraction/concatenation operations dominate work on text objects of these kinds, for example, 
when exploding a bibliographic record into a set of index entries headed by author, title and 
subject. In situ operations are needed only occasionally, for example, converting a personal 
name from long to short form (i.e., replacing given names by initials). In situ operations would 
be common, however, on chemical reactions represented as nested functions. The same would 
be true of musical scores-for example, applying tonal transformation, mode change, harmonic 
substitution, and ornamentation to the basic representation of a melody. 
The commonalities of symbolic calculation on material of mathematical and other content go 
further. For example, putting an algebraic expression into a standard order and then collecting 
coefficients is analogous to taking a set of raw entries for a bibliographic index, which each 
contain subject heading, subheading, subsubheading, author’s name, journal name and so forth, 
alphabetizing these entries, then grouping items under the same superordinate node (e.g., author). 
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10.2. Algorithmic Construction of Targeting Expressions 
To begin, consider a derivation which produces, at one stage, the expression (10.1) and then 
converts it to (10.2) and (10.3): 
(P + Q) z + (T + s) Y7 
a1z+aay, 




This idiom is commonly used when dealing with lengthy expressions that have a systematic 
structure. It is easy to write targeting expressions called, say, condenser and explicator, 
to convert (10.1) to (10.2) and (10.3), respectively. It is possible, moreover, to convert the 
function that plays the role of condenser to the corresponding explicator, for a large variety of 
applications, by a function converter which is the same in all cases. It has been used to replace 
coefficient expressions at every level of a deeply nested expression by names, which are assigned 
by secondary equations in the style of (10.3). This is a simple example of an algorithm that maps 
targeting expressions for one application onto those for another. 
The function (10.4) introduces another situation. The in(t) and related k,(t) are defined in [l] 





in(t) = F (2&2(t) - &l(t)), 
P&V) = (4n2- l)(Pn-2,Ll(KT) -Pn-l,l-l(h7)). (10.6) 
Although the derivation is trivial, by hand or by computer, the pn,l(lc,~) are just the simplest 
of over 40 integrals of products containing one or two of the in(t), the kn(t), and exponentials, 
exponential integrals and logarithms dependent on t, that are needed in extensions of [l]. Deriving 
the corresponding recurrence formulas and transcribing them for computer input is subject to 
error. Accordingly, we generalize the ~,J(K, 7) and in(t) to: 
(1) the function ‘un,l defined by (10.7), where h is a function that depends on t, and f is an 
integral or other operator that is parameterized by t, and 
(2) the function u,(t) that satisfies (10.8), where each a, is polynomial in t and/or n; 
zln,l = f 0 (t’ un(t) h) , 
t&(t) = a,_1 &+-l(t) + *. . + un--g un-*(t). 
(10.7) 
(10.8) 
Then a recurrence formula for V,J is constructed from a general expression in the names assigned 
to instances of these equations. The technique is easily adapted to recurrence formulas for the 
un(t) that contain derivatives, and to many other classes of integrals that contain products 
u,,u,, , in which n1 is decreased by increasing n2, e.g., for Gaunt and Wigner coefficients. 
At times, derivations which seem quite different at first can be cast as instances of a common 
form. For example, derivations of the addition theorem for the cosine, and the fi formula for 
the Gaussian integral, are “values” of a common expression that is parameterized by: 
(1) an equation (here the addition theorem for the sine and s e-“‘dcc = Je-“‘d~, respec- 
tively) , 
(2) a function that alters the right hand side of the original equation, 
(3) an operation that combines the original and altered equations, and 
(4) a targeting expression that acts on the result. 
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10.3. Simplification 
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The construction of targeting expressions by simple synthesis, as in (1.5), (2.10), and (4.8), 
by manually editing prototypes and general forms, and by more elaborate algorithms, introduces 
the potential for mechanized simplification of the results. It is quite easy to coalesce consecutive 
subexpressions headed by addressing functions that are the same, e.g., 
inSuccessionCtoTheRhs Cal,. . .I , toThems Cbl, . . .I1 * toTheRhs Cal,. . . , b 1,. . . I. 
(10.9) 
Simple rules allow/preclude commutation in a targeting expression and contractions such as 
itiuccessionCf[ai,.. .],cl,.. . ,f[bl,. ..I] =+ f[al,. . . ,cl,. . . ,bl,. . .I. (10.10) 
Reducing the computational complexity of a targeting expression can be much more complicated, 
however, even when it is constructed by hand. For example, the obvious way to mechanize 
J a(x) (bl(x) + . . . + b&x)) dx -+ J a(x) bl(x) dx + +. . + s a(x) bN(x) dx (10.11) 
is to apply Distribute to the integrand, so converting it to a(z) bl(x) +-. .+a(~) bn(x), and then 
to apply Distribute to the overall integral, which puts the bilo head integralCx1 onto each 
term. This sweeps through N items twice, in contrast to the single sweep needed by (10.12). This 
makes a significant difference to page swapping time if N is very large. Mechanical optimization 
of targeting expressions, in situations such as this, merits study. 
inSuccession[integral [xl -> Identity, aCx3 -> 1, 
toEachTerm Ct imes Ca [xl I, integral Cxl I 1 
10.4. Operating with Targeting Expressions 
(10.12) 
The hierarchical addressing methods of this paper were designed to allow in situ operations on 
parts of a mathematical expression. These methods can be extended to form operators from hier- 
archically addressed portions of one expression, and then to apply these to other parts of the same 
expression or to other expressions. This provides the machinery to use the s // inSuccession[ 
. . . I construction to embed parts of s in an output form, to support extraction/concatenation 
operations and mathematical transformations such as distribution. It preserves the style of func- 
tional programming, suggests some novel mathematical notations, and will be reported in detail 
separately. 
10.5. Conclusion 
bilo started as a collection of ad hoc solutions to minutiae of no general interest, taken in 
isolation, but led to some matters of more general concern. We think that we had to encounter 
and resolve the minutiae to reach the present generalizations and abstractions. bilo can be 
copied from the anonymous ftp library at mondrian.princeton.edu (128.112.224.14). The file 
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